EDT 3 Notifications:


EDT 3 Notifications should always be recorded by the responsible team on Protocol where
there is likely to be an emergency out of hours. A clear plan of required action must be
recorded, with a clear contingency plan. These should be recorded as a case note, using the
drop down menu as an ‘EDT 3 Notification’, and then the EDT 3 Duty Tray must be notified
(see below for step by step guide); if this is not done, then this will not be picked up by EDT



If a situation arises within work hours (8.30am and 5pm / 4.30pm on Fridays) the responsible
team must deal with the matter. It is not the responsibility of EDT to deal with these matters
at the end of the day. The responsible team should conclude and alert EDT (EDT3) of any
issues that may arise following that as above.




The case summary should be up to date on Protocol
All basic demographics (inc. status, addresses, phone numbers, main carers etc.) must be up
to date on Protocol. Any persons prohibited from having contact with a child should be
recorded on protocol clearly.
The EDT3 must be explicit in terms of what is required, what the plan is and what the
contingency plan is.





See below for what to include in the EDT 3 Notification, and how to notify the EDT Duty tray

What to include in the EDT3:
Reason for contact

EDT 3 Notification

Detailed notes

Brief background history:
EDT will refer to the case summary for this, so please ensure the case
summary is up to date.
Please cut and paste the up to date summary here for ease.
Summary of the current situation:
What is the cause of your current worry or concern?
What happened today or recently that may requires activity out of hours?
Why are EDT being notified?
Names of those involved and contact details, phone numbers and
addresses:
Include these details for all those (family/friends/professionals) that are
affected by the situation and those that may need to be contacted out of
hours.
Who could and who couldn’t the children be placed with?

Analysis of
information

What are you worried about?
What are outcomes for each child are desired &/or what risks need to be
mitigated?
What do individual child/ren know & understand about your concerns &
contingency plan?
What will happen if no action is taken?
What do individual carers or significant others know & understand about
your concerns & contingency plan?

Action

What are the next steps & immediate actions required from EDT staff for
tonight/weekend/bank holiday? (detailed plan with all relevant contact
details)
What action is being taken by carers or other professionals or agencies
over the out of hour’s period?
What is the contingency plan for individual children? (detailed plan with
all relevant contact details)
Any Action you would prefer EDT not to avoid if possible?

a) Creating the case note:

b) Notifying the EDT3 Duty Tray:
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Confirm, and then Step 4:

